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Google (google) zerochan tagged under Nobuhiro Vatsuki, Studio Gallop, Studio DEEN, Series. Ten years after the beginning of the Meiji era, a stray samurai arrived in Tokyo. This man, known as Ghimura Kenshin later, eventually lives in Kamiya Kassin's dojo and teach kendo for life. However, his life is
not as simple as from time to time there are upheavals, unfolding its true nature, as the famous Hitokiri Battusai, the greatest killer of Bakumatsu. However, vowing never to kill again, he tries his best until he can draw his sword until the critical moment comes, and he still manages to escape his bloody
past. Until the day when the old threat, in the form of Shishio Makoto, the successor to Hitokiri Battusai, threatens the world of a new era of Meiji. Shishio and his Juppon Gatana are ready to start a new revolution to correct the evil of Western influence, and forced Hhimuru Kenshin together with his new
friends to raise their sword again to protect their loved ones. Credits: niomea Rurouni Kenshin Wallpaper Ruruni Kenshin Oboi Ruruni Rouni Oboi Ruruni Kenshin Oboi Ruruni Kenshin Oboi Ruruni Kenshin Oboy Ruruni Oboi Ruruni Kenshin Oboi Ruruni Kenshin Oboi Ruruni Kenshin Oboi Ruruni Kenshin
Oboi Ruruni Kenshin Wallpaper Ruroin Kenshin Wallpaper Ruruni Kenshin Oboy Ruruni Kenshin Obori Ruruni Roruni Kenshin Wallpaper Ruruni Kenshin Oboi Ruruni Oboi Ruruni Oboy Ruruni Kenshin Oboi Ruruni Kenshin Oboi Ruruni Kenshin Oboy Ruruni Kenshin Oboe Ruruni : 9 Ruruni Kenshin - it's
the whole deal. He lacks something, a little in the plot, music and animation, but together it is something very and undeniably special. I must say that this anime drew empathy, empathy and compassion from me so often that I can't even remember all the emotions it pulled from me. I used to dream about
this series. I can't say how deeply I was touched, but I was touched - many people were and are. And like I said, it's something special. The best I can say about Ruruni Kenshin is that he's so rounded. Even if it lacks a bit here and there, every element (plot, art and sound) was on an equal level, no one
takes command over the other, a problem that I find so often when watching anime. Tagged under Ruruni Kenshin (rurouni Kenshin) comments More minayuri 8.00 Pretty awesome samurai themed series, I only wish the Enishi arc was animated though in the season. Loved the first OVA tracing back to
Kenshin's past. I also share an equal love for Kenshin's relationship with Tomoe and Kaoru, both of which were sweet and beautiful. With Kenshin's connection to Kaoru, I believe that this is the best that shounen novels have to offer and much better than overrated couples like Inuyasha x Kagome.
Kenshin and Kaoru's relationship is based on trust, and genuine, positive feelings. I generally like the dynamics of Kenshin's group better than Inoisha's. So if you're looking for an entertaining period piece of anime, Ruruni Kenshin is one of the best. Two seasons of the series, Cuyokhuchen, and even the
film are good parts of Kenshin's anime. Don't even consider Reflection and Shin Kyoto-hyun, they're just bad. With all the classic anime revivals going on, this disappointing anime adaptation of Jinchuu's arc is not part of it. I liked the live action movies, the first one being the best for me because of the
outstanding performance of legendary singer Koji Kikkawa as Jine Udo in his cold, menacing, intimidating, and bloodthirsty character image. This is what led me to become a fan of it; I started listening to his music and wow he's a great and talented singer as well as an actor. His stage performances are
impressive to watch. The performance of Tucker Satoh as Kenshin is an excellent and best interpretation of the character in the main arc of the story. ScarredSwordHeart 9.00 anime is pretty good, although I wish they left in the grittier tone of the Manga Watsuki instead of toning it down by putting
Kenshin in pink and adding little girls to make the story more child friendly. However, the epic Kyoto arc will delight in this. It follows the manga almost seamlessly and leaves the viewer very pleased. It's a shame Jinchuu Arc never animated and viewers stuck with a filler third season instead. PadiRice
10.00 I watched this anime as more than a decade ago, so far it continues to inspire me ever since. I fell completely on the heels for Kenshin Himura, which is why I created the original character for this series. I think it's because Kenshin is there that I love the whole series. xD Cirru 9.00 Hiko Seijuro XIII,
Hajime Saito and Aoshi Shinomori really make this series for me. Kenshin is funny and a good fighter to snap a finger, but it's really the supporting characters that make this anime worth watching. HurtHattori 9.25 I intend to finish the anime one of these days! I really want to! I loved every chapter of the
manga, but I only watch anime when I feel like I need something only Kenshin and his friends can give me. I'm in the middle of the Kyoto Arc right now, about episode 35 or 36, if I remember. Even if the animation is kind of old, the story and caracters are still great, and I believe it's a must-look for every
anime fan. 10.00 Love this series so much!!! He taught me the meanings though some episodes of the fight scene, but I don't mind because Kenshin is herself a really great fencer and no one can match his skills!! ^^ (Kenshin bias ^^) And some episodes are funny! Its like everything you want to watch in
this series. :D I love Kenshin very much!!! He's really very handsome!!! Love Much..!!! Although he died at an early age due to illness. (I don't mind if I watched this a couple of times and even memorized the lines in some episodes, I wouldn't be tired of it! ^_^ jakuro 9.00 I've seen all these series, read all
the released manga, and seen all the OVAs. Kenshin is one great little samurai, but I loved the stories of his past as ruthless I counted the point on this anime because the final villain looks very stupid with these bunches coming out of his bandages, I just can't get past him and he's in so many episodes at
the end that I just got an enraged hahahha. My favorite character was suave and cold Aoshi, but I was a lot younger when I watched it. where they talked mostly until the last 5 minutes of the episode. SolemnSerpent 9.00 Amazing Anime- it has its flaws, but it's definitely one of my favorites. After Shishio
Ark, the series goes in a direction that interests me, but all before that? Pure magic. Shishio will forever be my favorite anime villain, on pure philosophy alone (sexy bandages in second place). And Kenshin Himura, believe it or not, so I started drawing anime in the first place. I recorded ruruni Kenshin's
episodes, suspended the screen and snubs. Of course, one of my best childhood moments. Ruruni Kenshin has excellent characters, wonderful fight sequences, and an interesting storyline- however, Samurai X was a much bigger masterpiece. He uses raw emotions more effectively and knew how to
portray Kenshin's inner conflict and personal flaws better. Not to mention the style of animation compared to Ruruni Kenshin superior and more fluid. Neither should be missed, however- I highly recommend both. StevOmaru 10.00 Much of this review comes from reading manga, but I have to say that this
is my favorite manga/anime of all time. It is very old, but has many good advantages. Manga is a very good combination of sword play, romance, comedy, and historical references all rolled into one. Great to read and/or watch! For a better experience though, I highly recommend the manga over the
anime. Singlemoon 9.75 Ohoho, since I watched this anime as years ago, I have a vague memory of my personal opinion regarding this series at that time. But since I'm always in fangirl mode when I saw Kenshin, I think I really enjoyed it. I loved the plot, the humor and the loft of the characters. There's a
lot of great characters in this anime, and Watsuki usually give their bad past/past worth forgetting. And I remember every time Kenshin walked around Hitokiri mode, I got goosebumps, brrr. Akiitsu 9.75 Another one that I love with passion but lost a few points from behind the arc of Emisha beeing cut out
of the anime. Manga is the best ever read so far, I own it all too. Too. really good. I don't own a DVD, but I have it recorded on VHS and all the soundtracks are downloaded, going to buy the originals as soon as the money allows. Oh, I forgot to say I have Kenshin Caden and a special number about
Yahiko. Tengaijin 9.25 A very entertaining story about a wandering samurai who carries a tragic past. Now he is trying to better the world and protect people without resorting to murder. A mixture of action, comedy, drama and historical connections makes this series a fulfilling story that stands on its own.
(Like many series, the manga certainly outweighs the anime. AnGeeChan 9.25 Love the second season of Kenshin's Journey to Kyoto and duel there are just epic. I believe the third season was all in fillers, but its not the way they all were bad. Remember, laughing is hardly on the episode when
Sanosuke found and treated a big bear like a dog. I think this is my favorite episode!^_^ I watched Kenshin as one of my first anime, so I didn't know what Shinsengumi was then. Now that I understand the connection between the members of Shinsengumi and Kenshin characters based on them, this is
an even bigger show for me^_^ Celestial Ceres 9.25 Really great anime :) You have to watch it! Most of the characters are awesome and very beautiful (especially Sozo Sagara and Kenshin Master ;D And Sojiro has such a cute smile.'), the story is also pretty cool and it never gets boring. ghost945 7.50
great cinematic effect. Taking the dark side of the story turned into an anime theme. The characters are normal. It's a good idea. sword skills based on historical figures, but expanded through themselves. love these battle scenes. The songs are great. the general atmosphere of the anime is all consistent
and right on the spot. Place. samurai x wallpaper 4k. samurai x wallpaper for android. samurai x wallpaper iphone. samurai x wallpapers desktop. samurai x wallpapers full hd. samurai x wallpaper hd android. samurai x wallpaper 1920x1080. samurai x wallpaper live
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